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DtTOQDÜCTIOB 

Vortors In the field of visual acuity generally agree upon the 
existence of four fundamental factors affecting visibility.    Cobb and 
Moss (]J6) list these as (l) the size of the critical detail to he per- 
ceived,  (2)  the contrast between object and background,   (3) the bright- 
ness level to vhlch the object is illuminated, and (k) the time the 
image is allowed to rest on the retina.    Ferree and Rand (27,  28) add 
a fifth to this list, namely,  color.    These five variables are all 
interrelated in determining the vla'ibillty of any given object.    The 
data presented under the revlev of each variable should make this dear. 

SIZE OF CRITICAL DETAIL 

The size of critical detail is normally measured in terms of 
visual angle.    The visual angle is the measure of size in terms of 
minute of arc at the eye.    Ferree and Rand (20) report significant gains 
in the speed of discrimination as the visual angle, as measured by the 
Landolt ring,  is gradually increased from 1,15 minutes of arc to 3*^ 
minutes of arc.    Figure 1 graphically presents these findings.    Another 
report (2U) by the same authors states,   in summary,  that Increasing the 
size of the visual angle will Increase  the speed of discrlmlnation at 
any level of illumination.    It vas further demonstrated {20,2k) that a 
greater change in speed of discrimination could be brought about by 
varying the visual angle than by varying the intensity of 111 umlnation. 
This position is also upneld by Cobb (12) vhen he states that an in- 
crease in size of the te'jt-obje>ot will increase the speed of discrlmina- 
tion at any brightness level.    Further,   this speed of discrimination 
reaches its maximum at a lower brightness level for a large object than 
for a smaller object.   Repotting further on the relation of size to 
visibility Cobb and Moss (15) report that if the minimum brightness 
required for the visibility of a test-object 1,5 in size is used as a 
base,  i.e. as 100% illumination,  then only 11,5^ is required for a test- 
object 2 mm in height and 1.5$ for a 3 mm object.    Berger (7) reports 
the "rtnlww visual angle decreases as the retinal brightness of the 
object increases. 

Averaging the findings of several vorkers Luckiesh and Moss (^2) 
find that "the site of the smallest object which may be recognized in 
detail is about one minute visual angle".    This figure will, of course, 
vary as the test-object, brightness, and form vary.    For example, black 
on white appears smaller than It actually is physically while white on 
black appears larger than it is physically.    This phencoenon known as 
irradiation (33,^0) will affect the threshold size of the stimulus. 

The generally prevailing concept that,  all other factors being 
equal,  the minimum visual angle will remain constant as the distance 
increaaef (39)  is challenged by Berger (7).    Be found that when using 
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VISUAL ANGLE (MIN. OF ARC) 
Fig.   1.     Relationship between  size  of visual  angle,   speed  of 
discrimination,   and  illumination.     Baaed upon results  from 13 
observers.   (After: Ferree,   C.  E.   and Rand,   G.     The   effect  of 
variation of visual  angle,   intensity,   and  composition of light 
on ocular  functions.     Trans.   Ilium. Eng.  Soc,   1922,   17,   69-102.) 

dots as test-objects  the minimum visual  angle   increased  with an increase 
in distance  of observation in all  cases when the  teot-object was viewed 
under reflected light.    When the   object was  viewed und^r  transmitted 
light,   he  found  the minimum angle  to be  constant, .     No  other worker has 
presented any  further support for  this  finding. 

CONTRAST BE1VEEN  OBJECT AND  JiMMEDIATE SURROUND 
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.05,   »1 and .2 seccnd for both high and low comtraat is presented in 
Table I. 

Concerning this SBBB data it is pointed out by Cobb (13) that the 
effect of chr\glng tram high brightness contrast (100s4) to low contrast 
(100s73) vas approziaatelor equal to reducing the site of the test-object, 
at a contrast ratio of 1001^ fron 3 on to 2 on or fron 2 «a to 1,5 am, 
7erree and Rand {2k) suasarize their findings by saying that the greater 
the difference in the coefficients of reflection for the object and its 
background the lower the illumination required for equal acuity. 

TABLE I 

THE RELAT.WE BRIGHTNESS  OF GROUND OF TEST-OBJECT REQUIRED 7CR 
TBST-OBJEOTB OF VARIOUS SIZE AND CCHTRAST. BDCPOSED FCR VARIOUS 
LENGTffi OF TIME.    TEE BRIGHTNESS OF THE l| M4. TEST-OBJECT EX- 
POSED FCR  .050 SECOND IS TAKEN AS 100.    FOR A SELECTED GROUP 
OF SUBJECTS THIS VALUE WAS ABOUT 50 ML,, FOR A RANDOM GSROUP, 
100 ML.> 

Contrast 

Per cent brightness required for visibility 

High contrast 100:^ Low contrast 100:73 

Time of 
Exposure 

0.05 
Sec, 

0.1           0.2 
Sec,        Sec, 

0,05 
Sec. 

0.1        0.2 
Sec.      Sec. 

Size of 
object 

I2 mm' 
2 ma. 
3 um. 

1   lt.| jua. 

100,0 
11,5 
1.5 

25.7        8.1 
' U.5       1.7 

0.5       0.3 
112.0 

8.9 
2.0 

26.3       9.3 
2.9       lA 
0.7       0.3   | 

■«One mlUllambert is the brightness of a perfectly diffusing 
surface having a reflection factor of 80 per cent under an 
illumination of 1.16 foot-candlea. 

(Fron Cobb, P. V. and Moss, F. K.    Lighting and Contrast. 
Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc..  1927, 22, 195-204.) 

In studying low brightness levels (.0001 to 1.0 mlllllamberts) 
Luckleah and Moss (42) found that acuity Increased with contrast in- 
crease.    Further,  this Increase was more rapid in the higher levels 
of the illumination range studies than in the lower.    Holding bright- 
ness constant at 100 mlllllamberte the same workers (hi) found that 
as the per cent contrast increased from l.TJl to 5^ to 50^ the size 
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of tho taat-otject «hlch vaa Juet-▼lalble decreased from 20 minutes of 
arc to 2.5 alnutes to »9 xoliiutes. 

In a aonswh/it differer study Lucldesh and Mose (U)) used the 
blinking rate as an Index of fatigue In reading and found that "vhen 
the contrast betveen the object and Its Immediate background la Increna- 
ed, visibility and ease of seeing are correspondingly increased". 

Sena experimental data obtained by Wilcox (67) indicates the 
possibility of an exception to the principle stated above. With the 
space betveen two parallel rertical metal bars as the detail to be 
discriminated he found that the following relationship existedt vhen 
the illumination of the test.object vas varied and the ground vas 
kept dark, the threshold vas very high at low intensities and as the 
Intensity vas Increased the threshold decreased to a certain mlniauB 
and then rose agaia. The threshold vas measured in terms of vlaual 
angle. In repeating the experiment with the test-object again il- 
luminated at varied Intensities but this time vith the ground Il- 
lumination held constant at 3.^ photron the same general relationship 
was found betveen Intensity of Illumination of the test-object and the 
threshold of visual angle. Under the conditions of the test-object 
being dark, or held at a constant brightness less than that of the 
ground. Vile ox found the general rule presented at the beginning of 
this sectlcn held true, i.e. as the contrast increased the threshold 
of vieibility decreased. 

CCWmAST BETVEEN IMMEDIATE TASK AREA AND SURROUWDB 

Cobb and Qelssler (14) found, using parallel bars as test objects, 
that illumination outside of the task area greater than that of the 
task area itself tended to reduce visual acuity. Figure 2 graphically 
portrays their findings with respect to acuity. Further study by 
Cobb (10) leads to his conclusion that "surroundings of a brightness 
e^ual to or less than that of the test object show no consistently 
better or worse results than dark surroundings with the Identical 
imet  object. 

A later study by Cobb and Moss (13) gives rise to their statement 
that "thare was no sensible difference in speed of vision between 
conditions of light and dark surroundings more than 2 or 3 degree a 
removed from the center of vision''. This conclusion was based upon 
a study of the time reauired for perception of a simple black dot 
under conditions of (1) "light" surroundings of brightness equal to 
that of the dot's background and (2) "dark" surroundings vhere tta 
Illumination vas restricted to an area 3.8 by 3.2 degrees in the visual 
field.  Table II presents the sunmary data for this study. 

Additional research (13) vith a smaller Imedlate field and a 
different task yielded scnewhat different results. The task vas "the 
preclalon eettlng of a movable pointer into opposition vith a fixed 
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Fig. 2.    Moan visual acuity undor various condltloaae. 
Dark gurroundlnga  
Surroundings U2 candles per square mater  
(After Cobb,  P. W. and Gels'sler,  L. R.    The effect 
on foveal vision of brlrht  surroundings. Psychol. Rar., 
1915,  20,  U25-^7.) 

one, both seen In silhouette on a field of brightness specified,   sub- 
tending 5/'* by 1 degree  In the visual field".    The nwasure 6f accuracy 
used was the nean deviation expressed In centimeters.    Table III presents 
their findings. 

Though the obtained differences are consistently In favor of the 
"light" surroundings there Is no statement made of the reliability of 
these differences. 

Further Investigation was performed by Johnson (55) using dis- 
crimination reaction as a task.    The  test field was 5 degrees In size 
and following surround--test field Illumination  rat lös   were employed. 
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TAttX II 

TB TB*JffjOPCBUBS HKCS8SARY fCB VI3ICB OP A SIMPLE BLACK 
vu, zv Ht'HiiKt) lioar* SDRWUIPERGB or. SRIQSTKESS EQUAL 
gO tHjg Of 1TB BAdOROÜND AXP "ÖARE," WITH BRKÄP atKRCUND- 
jOWB WaiKIOttD TO 5-6 X 5.2° IH THE TISUAL FIELD.    THE 
dQRROtnSURB anBIDB GT THIS LIMITED AREA ABS INDHTEBSHT 
FGR VIBIOi. 

Brightness 
In Ml. 

Tine in 0.001 seconds 
Ll^xt Dark Mean 

107.0 
65.1 
55.0 
16.2 
7.8 

6.79 
7.08 
8.71 
9.95 

15.1*0 

6.82 
7.56 
8.61 

10.05 
15.20 

6.80   1 
7.25 
8.66 

10.00 
15.50 

(Fron Cobbx P. .W. and Moss, F. K.    Lighting and Contrast. 
Trans. Ulun. Eng. Soc.t  1927, 22, 195-204.) 

TABLE III 

THE FRECI3I0W OF SETTING A MCVABLE POINTER INTO QPPQBITION 
WITH A FUED CUE, BOTH SEEN IN SUHGÜETTE ON A FIELD OF 
BRIGHnOSS SPECIFIED, SUBTENDING 5/U X 1° IN THE VISUAL 
FIELD,    TME VAI-UES STATED ARE THE MEAN DEVIATIO!© OF IN- 
DIVTCUAL SETTINGS TOOM TEEIE MEAN IN EACH CASE,  EXPRESSED 
IN CEHTIMETEKS.    DISTANCE OF OBJECT,  5 METERS.    THE RESULTS 
SHCW THE YISHAL DISADVAWTAGE IN WCRKING UPON A SMALL BRIGHT 
FIELD IN DARE SURROUNDINGS. 

1        Brightness 1.00 ml. U,i8 ml. 20 ml. 91.50 ml.    1 

Light surroundings 

Dark surroundings 

.O6U9 

.07^5 

.0619 

.0690 

.0584 

.0618 

.0552 

.0625 

(Fran CoW), P. W. and Moss, F. K.    Lighting and Contrast. 
Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc^.  1927, ^, 195-204.) 

(1) 0.O15, (2) 0.54,  (5) 1.14,  (4) 5.87,  (5) 6.45, and (6) 9.45.    Three 
measures of performance were obtained In the exporlmant,  (1) average 
discrimination reaction time,   (2) variability of reaction tine and (5) 
relative number of errors.    It was found that average raacticn tine 
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vas ahortecit unAor lllunlnat.on condition 3 (approximately equal test 
field and iiurround) than under any other condition which exceeds that 
rptlo.    The Increase In Teactlcn tine vas greater t>e farther the ratio 
vaa exceeded.    It vas found that when the surround was less bright 
than the test field the effect on reaction time vas Inconsistent.   In 
general, however,  the trend appeared to he toward Increased reaction 
time.   Using an integrated neasure of all three criteria listed above, 
Tig, 3 presents a graphic representation of the trend line presented 
by Johnson. 

BRIGHTNESS LEVEL 

It can be stated that visual acuity,   speed of discrimination and 
ability to sustain clear vision all increase vith an increase in bright- 
ness level.   Using the broken circle as a test-object Ferreo and Band 
(19) found the apeed of discrimination gradually increased vith in« 
creasing brightness from ,h to 12 foot-candles.    The specific findings 
are presented in Table IV.    Theeo data are based upon averages from a 
study conducted vith seven observers.    It vas further revealed that 
both speed of discrimination and acuity incteaac vith increased bright- 
ness from .001 to 20 foot-candles.    A further analysis of the same data 
(21) revealed that as the illumination vas increased,  (1) from ,001 to 
1.0 f .c. the minimi HI» visual, anjle changed from 7.1^3 minutes to 1,213, 
a gain of 589^ in acuity,  (2) from ,1 to 1.0 f.c, the visual angle vas 
reduced from 1.213 minutes to .7U1 minutes,  a gain of 63.7^ in acuity, 
(3) from 1 to 5 f.c. reduced the visual angle from .7^1 to  .516 minutes, 
a gain of 43.6^ in acuity,  and (k) from 5 to 20 f.c. reduced the visual 

TABLE IV 

SPEED OF DISCRIMINATION VS. ULUMINATION* 

Intensity (f*c*) Speed (reciprocal of time) 

O.U 
2.0 
U.O 
6.0 
8.0 

12.0 

2.285 
^.985 
6.369 
8.1*03 

10.040 
15.152 

*Baeed upon 7 observers (averages) 

(From Ferree-, 0. I. and Sand,  G.    The effect of 
variation in intensity of ill »ml nation on functions 
of importance to the vorking eye.    Trans. Ilium. 
JMS äoc.. 1980, 1^, 769-001.) 
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Fig. 5.    Relationship "between reaction tjjne  and brlghtnese contrast 
of test field and surroundings.     (After Johnson, H. M.    Speed, 
accuracy,   and constancy of response  to visual stimuli as related 
to the distribution of "brightnesses  over the visual field.    J. exp. 
Psychol.,   192U,   7,   1-^.) 

angle   .516 to  .^77 minutes or Increased acuity by 8.2^.    These data are 
to be found In Table V.    Further evidence  of this relationship "between 
Illumination and speed of discrimination is revealed by the  data to be 
found in Fig. ^.    These data are based upon averages from an experlmsnt 
conducted with the Landolt ring as test-object,   on 15 subjects by Ferroe 
and Rand (20). 

Holding the visual angle constant at 1.63 minutes Lucklesh and MOPS 
(Ul) found that a brightness of 1 mlllllambert required a contrast of 
kO.Jit for seeing,   a brightness of 20 mlllllamberts required only a 
contrast of lU.lft and finally 100 mlllllamberts required 8.15% contrast. 
The same authors  (^5) had 11  subjects read  for one hour under three 
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TABLE V 

Acum vs. jLusHsaxnon* 

% Increase 
Foot Candl«B Acuity Min Via Angle In Acuity 

0.001 0.140 7.143- 
0.005 0.2075 
0.010 0.2655 
0.015 .381 
0.02 .465 
0.05 .615 
0.10 .8245' 1.215 589% 
0.20 1.028 
0.40 1.158 
1.00 1.350 0.741 63.7% 
2.00 1.611 
5.00 1.743 
5.00 1.9385 0.516 43.6% 

10.00 1.973 
20.00 2.097 0.477 8.2% 

«Based upon studies with 4 observers 

(jfroca Ferree, 0. E. and Band,  G.    The ei'fect of yarlatlon 
In Intensity of Illumination on functions of Importance to 
the working eye.    Trans. Ilium. Eng. Soc, 1920/15,  769-801.) 

levels of Illumination, 1, 10,  and 100 foot-candles.    Using the blink- 
ing rate during the last five minutes as an Index of fatigue it was 
found that with the Increasing Illumination the blink rate dropped 
from 60 to 46 to 39.    These differences are statistically reliable. 
Blchtaeyer and Howes (55) used speed of reading printed material as a 
criterion and found the rate Increased with each of the six Increasing 
Intensities from .1 to 1.5 foot-candles.    A plot of these data will be 
found In Fig. 5.   Using parallel black bars as test-objects Lucklesb 
and Moss (42) found the time for critical vision decreased from .125 
to .035 seconds as the brightness Increased from 1 to 100 mlllllamberts. 

Ferree and Rand (24,26) note that the largo effects of Increases 
of Intensity of the speed of discrimination occur In the lover part of 
the scale of Intensities.   Lucklesh (38) using a black test-object cm 
white, slates that visual acuity Increases rapidly with Increase In 
Intensity up to approximately 5 foot-candles.    Tinker (59) reporting 
on a study by Lythgos states that "progressing from low to high 
Intensities,  there- Is a rapid rise In visual acuity up to 5 f.c.    With 
further Increase In Intensity levels the corresponding rise on acuity 
beoooiss slower and slower and almost reaches a inMinwni at about 20 f.c. 

.   ' ■ ■' . • ■ 
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Flg. U. Relationship of speed of dlacrlmlnatlon and foot candles 
based on 13 observers. (After Forree, C. E. and Rand, G. The 
effect of variation of visual angle. Intensity, and composition 
of light on important ocular functions.  Trans. Ilium. Bng. Soc, 
1922, 17, 69-102.) 

In fact. Improvement from about 15 f.c. to higher levels Is scarcely 
notlcable". Troland (6l) In reviewing all available estimatea places 
the point at which Increased brightness no longer yields appreciable gain 
on acuity for black objects. 

The relationship between Illumination and acuity is not a simple 
arithmetic one. Lucklesh and Mose C+ö) point out that Illumination must 
be approximately doubled to produce "equal and significant" Improve- 
ments In seeing.  Cobb and Geissler's (1^) data indicate that acuity 
Is approximately proportional to the logarithm of the Intensity between 
0.02 and 21.0 mlllllamberts. At a later date Cobb's (10) data Indicates 
the span of logarithmic relationship to hold between .06 and 26.0 
mlllllamberts. Johnson (55) finds the logarithmic relation to fall 
down at the extremes of brightness, both high and low. On the high end 
the relationship begins to fall at Uo mlllllamberts and Increases In 

r :ejw^" • ipi 
 ,  , _,. 
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INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION (FOOT-CANDLES x 100) 

Fig.  5*    Relationship between speed of reading and illumination 
for 5 subjects.     (After Blchtipyer.  F. K. and Hoves,  fl. L.    A 
method of studying the behavior of the eye imdar different oon- 
diticms of illvcninatlon.«   Trana. Ilium. Eng. 3oc.t   1916,   11,  100- 
113.) 

/ brightness over 150 millllamberts result in Impaired acuity. 

A caution is expressed, by Tinker (60) to all workers in the ares 
of illumination. Namely, It is imperatlvo bo make certain that the 
subjects be adapted to the level of illumination being employed since 
an appreciabDe lag occurs between change in Intensity and readjustment 
of retinal sensitivity. 

TIMS 

Tot the most part time has been used as a criterion by which the 
effects of other variables are measured.    However,  the visibility of 
an object is related to the time  it is exposed.    A careful analysis of 

.—_ -«r* 
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ezaoplo* of the rariatlon in thm tkctbrg* of contrast,  si»©, and 11. 
lualoatlon when the results are sxpfefesed in terms of speed^ of die- 
crimination vlU rereal that as the time is increased acuity also 
Increases«    For example, Cohb and Moss (15) found that, when holding 
contrast and ylsual an^le constant, onljr 25.7"^ as high an intensity 
of illumination vas required with an exposure of «1 second as compared 
to .05 second, and only* 6«l£ as great intensity vas required at an 
exposure of .2 second as at .05 second.    Luckiesh and Moss (hi) held 
visual angle (2.Ü1 minutes) and brightness (100 mlUilamherts) constant, 
under these conditions and exposure of »075 second required a contrast 
of 5*35^,a .17 second exposure only ^.56^ contrast and a .30 second 
exposure only'^.Od^ contrast. 

In connection vith this discussion of the factor of time,  it should 
he noted that both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 may he easily interpreted in terms 
of time as in terns of the variahles they vex« introduced to Illustrate. 

COLCK 

Tinker (59)  states that "color of light as auch has little effect 
upon efficiency and comfort of ▼1810^',    He goes on to eay that sun- 
light (white light) and yellow light are slightly superior to other 
colors.    No experimental data is presented in support of these con- 
clusions.    Luckiesh and MOBS (U2)  claim that a black object on white, 
red, and green give aubstantially the same acuity while black on hlue 
is only about one half as -rflclont. 

Ferree and Band (22,23,26,27,28) made a series of intensive studies 
of the effect of color relations on visibility.    The first of these 
studlea was performed using a black broken circle on a white surface 
Illuminated by seven spectral color8--red,  orange, yellow, yellow-green, 
green, blue-green,  and blue.    At the higher intensity the order was the 
same except that "blue and blue-green were not producible.    Using spead 
of discrimination as a criterion the same ranking was found.    Figure 6 
presents these data for the relationship between "speed of discrimina- 
tion ^ and color of light for two levels of illumination.    As measured 
by Pfwer to sustala clear seeing (criterion is the ratio of the  time 
the 9reak in the circle is clear to the  time it Is blurred as measured 
over a throe «minute period) the order was  the same except that the 
positions of red and green were interchanged.    In the second study 
saturation and brightness of all colors were held constant and the same 
criterion were used, resulting in the same ranking of the colors.    The 
range of variation of acuity from the best to the poorest color was 
reduced under the  second conditions. 

The black teat-object had a higher visibility on white than on any 
of the colors studied above.    The relationship between black and white 
were also established.    The results of the  various studies (22,23,26) 
are sumnarized below: (l) the effect of increase of light int^asity on 
speed of disoriainAtlou er* essentially the same for both black <m white 

■.y%~        »i» -        i     i—^f^B 
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Fig. 6.    Speed of discrimination vs.  color. 
Equal saturation of colors. 
I =   .075 fc  II =   .5116 fc. 

(After Ferree,   C. E.  and Band,  G.    VlslMllty of objects 
affected "by color and composition of light.    Part II.    With 
lights equalized In "both "brightness and saturation.    Person. J.f 
1951,  10,   108-12^.) 

and white on black,   I.e.,   the greatest  increase occurs in the  lower por- 
tion of the  intensity scale,   the speed is greater for large differences 
in contrast,   (2) for any given size of detail the  sensations from a 
white letter on black (detail to be discriminated black) must be higher 
above the threshold to be discriminated than a black letter on white 
(detail to be discriminated white).    This latter relationship also holds 
when the  speed of dlacrimlnation is used as the criterion.    Figure 7 

• w**zm i **.. -«s^. „—     _. 
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20 40 60 BO 100 
FOOT-CANDLES 

Fig.   ?•     Curves  shoving ccmparlson of the effect  of  increase 
of Intensity of light on speed  of vision for 1,   2,   and 3 
minutes vhlte  test-ohjacts  (Landolt ring)  on hlaclc;   and 1,   2, 
and 5 minutes black test-ohjecte on vhlte hackground;   1,   2, 
and 5 minutes white test-objects on gray, background;   and 1, 
2,   and 5 minutes black test-object on gray background.     (After 
Cobb,  P. W.  and Mof38, F. K.    Four fundamental factors  in vision. 
Trans.  Ilium. Bng. Soc.  1928,  25,  ^96-5J+6.) 

presents the results of an investigation by Cobb and Moss  (l6). 

This study supports the above findings with one area of exception 
as they state  In their findings  (16):  "In work done on speed of dis- 
crimination a black test-object on a white field and a white test-object 
on black,  both in the present study and in an unpublished investigation 
made  in 192^, we  have  found that  for small sizes of objects (1 mln. visual 
angle or less) and low intensities,   speed of discrimination is higher for 
black on white;  but for larger   sizes of objects and high illumination 
it Is higher for white on black than for black on white n    In the 
unpublished  Investigation results were obtained for »5 observers for 1 minute 

-,-  r— -    mmm , ■    .■"■ 
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teat-ofcJ«ct« mad IntenaltloB rem^xr^ from 0,U to 12  foot-c&ndl^s.    Jor 
all obsorror« tho point of tracjltion occurred 'betveen 2 aod 6 foot- 
caadles. 

ResultB ccBofllctlng with those reviewed above were obtained, by 
Borger (6,9) In 9 study with actual numbers.    These data will be prepant- 
ed In a separat« section of this review. 

INTERRELATIQW3 BETWEE» VARIABLES 

It is most Important to realize that thö threshold of acuity Is 
dependent upon conditions set up by the various variable factors.    For 
ezanpla,  the larger the visual p.u£le,  the greater the contrast between 
tho object and Its background,   mid the longer the time for observation 
the less the need for high Illumination.    Many other similar relations 
can, of course, be suggested.    Cobb and Moss (16) carried out the 
determination of the specific relationships between the first four 
variables (size, contrast, brightness, and Ijlms} for one test-object and 
present their findings In a three-dimensional plot.    This plot Is re- 
produced In Fig. 8. 

SPECIFIC NUMERAL LEGIBILIIY 

While considerable work has been done  In investigating the legibility 
of letters,  relatively littje hae been done  In attempting to determine 
the characteristics which maro  one numeral more  or less easily legible 
than another.    Tinker (58) fouau  that with 8-polnt type, the rank order 
of legibility (based upon errors)  of numerals,   as extracted from letters 
and miscellaneous signs as well as numerals, was 79603025^1 for lower 
case and 973^210650 for upper case.    Those numerals which are 
underlined were tied.    This study does not throw any light on the rela- 
tive legibility of numerals when compared only with each other,  as 
would be the case In counter type dials. 

The only really pertinent information In this area comes from 
studies by Dunlap (17) and Berger (3,9).   Both of these workers dealt 
witla numerals to be used    on   license plates.    Dunlap analyzed a large 
number ol^ license plates to determine basic factors In legibility«    His 
major conclusions were that (1) dark numerals on a light background are 
moat legible,   (2) wider spacing of numerals Increases legibility,  and 
(3) those plates in which the numerals covered less than 25$ of the 
plat« area were most legible. 

Berber's work was done on numerals covering a standard area of k2 
by 80 an.    His first study (8) was concerned with finding the optimum 
stroke yldth for these numerals under daylight conditions.    The study 
wfe*. onnductad only on the numerals 8,  5, &Qd 2 which he  selected be- 
oauae "...  they differ most but are at the same time most harmonic". 
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5    ,7      U)     IA     2 5      7       10      14   20 
VISUAL ANCLE. MINUTES 

Fig.   8.     The  relation between  size,   contrast,   and ■brightness  of 
an object at the  limit of visibility;   the   curves A, B,  and C 
defining a surface  expressing the relation of these   factors 
for an exposure time oi  0.075 sec.    A, B,   C,  give a similar 
reaction for an exposure  time of 0.300 sec.     (From Cobh, P. V. 
and Moss, F. K.    Four fundamental factors  in vision.    Trans. 
Ilium. Bng. Soc.   1928,  2^  ^96-506.) 

The average  threshold distance  for two subjects plotted against width 
of stroke  is presented  in Fig.  9» 

These  findings  indicate that for the numerals studied, 6 nm is  the 
optimal stroke width for white nuii»rala on a black background,   i0 mm is 
the optimal stroke width for black numerals on a white background.     It 
further is presented that white numerals with optimal stroke width (6 mm) 
are Recognized S.Öjt better than black numerals with optimal stroke width 
(10 ma).     A second study  (9) was concerned with numerals for license 
plates under night conditions.    Here ho found that,   wThe very slender 
numerals with a width of stroke  of 1 to 2 mm,   illuminated from behind 

~,r-   • I    ^ k1 '**- 
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Fig. 9.    Influence of stroke width between 2 and 16 mm upon 
tho recognition of 3 numerals (8,  5,  and 2) on the constant 
are.H.'    U2 mm x 80 mm 2 observers.    Curve A = white numerals 
on a bift^fc- background,   Curve B = black numerals on a white 
background.     (After Borger, C.    I. Stroke width,  form and 
horizontal spacing of numerals as determinants of thw  thres- 
hold of recognition.     J.  appl. Psychol.,   19^,  28, 208-231.) 

(luminous), are on the average  (5 subjects used)  10 per cent to 
18 per cent more recognizable.... than the white numerals of opt/jnal 
stroke width with reflected,  optimal illumination".    Tho luminous 
numerals had 10 watt lamps as their light source,   the numerals for use 
with reflected light were  illuminated by 10 and 15 watt lamps.     It will 
be noted that what  is being compared are not equal  illuminations but 
rather maximum practicable  illuminations 
eure presented graphically In Fig, 10. 

The results of the  study 

In this report Bergar draws several conclusions concerning Dunlap'a 
work in the light of his own findings:  (l) as a generalization the 
statement t'jat a light background with dark numerals gives best results 
Is false.   Si  it la true,  up to a certain maximum,   that numerals spaced 
further apart give highest legibility, and (5)  the statement that 
mu»rals with slender stroke are more efficient  is not a reasonable 
generalization as there is an optimal thickness for both black and 
white numerals. 

^V-.„ -n^» 
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Fig.   10.    Dependency of the»  threshold of recognition upon 
stroke width of numerals during night  conditions  (partly dark- 
adapted).    Curve A = luminous curves,   Curve B = white numerals 
with reflected light.     (After Berger,   C.    II. Stroke width, " form 
and horizontal  spacing of numerals as determinants of the thres- 
hold of recognition.    J.  appl. Psychol.,  19^,  28,  556-3^6.) 

Berger further (8) went on to develop and patent a set of digits 
(3   through 0)  In which all digits have  the  same  threshold of legibility 

CCWCLUSION 

The works reviewed In the preceding sections appear to provide 
adequate  information concerning the characteristics of the variables 
studied.     It la felt that the  restudying of these variables using numerals 
as test-objects will not add greatly to the  facts already available. 
Rather,   i't is felt that the   preceding   summary of the findings of 
various experimenters  In the  field of visibility yields considerable data 
that may he applied directly to the design of numerals  for counter-type 
ditils.    These may be  summarized as follows: 

1.    The size of the critical detail  in the numerals should be  as 
large as  is possible within the necessary practical limitations of 
overall numeral size.    Within these limitations,   it may be said that 
the larger the numeral of any given type,  the greater will be  its 
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vlalblllty;  tha larger it Is,  the moiv rapidly  It can be Identified,   the 
larger it la,  the amaller the contraet ratio required to te  seen,  the 
larger it la,  the lover the hrlehtneee level required to he seen. 

2.    The contrast between the nuaeral and it» imaedlate background 
■hould be as great as it le posalble to provide.   By Increasing this 
contrast ratio for any given numeral type,  equal visibility may be 
maintained when the size is reduced,  or the brightness level Is reduced, 
or the time for apprehension is reduced. 

3»    The brightness contrast betveen the dial area and the  surround 
should preferably yield a ratio of one.    If this is not possible,  a 
reduction of surround brightness below the level of the dial area re- 
duces legibility only slightly.    A situation which yields surround 
brightness greater than dial areas is to be strenuously avoided as this 
condition greatly reduces acuity. 

U,    The brightness level of the numeral and its background should 
be as high as is possible in the situation obtaining«    Increasing the 
brightness level Increases the speed and accuracy of apprehension and 
with the same type numeral a given visibility level may be maintained 
by increasing the brightness level while decreases In contrast are made 
or decreases in size are made, or while time for apprehension Is de- 
creased. 

5»   For greatest visibility,  other factors held equal, numerals 
should be either black or white on opposite background.    In order of 
decreasing visibility,  in all cases Inferior to black on white or white 
on black, are black on yellow, yellow-green,  orange,  green, red, blue- 
green, and blue*    The question of the relative merits of black on white 
and white on black has not been conclusively answered as yet. 

In brief then,, to provide a counter dial of the greatest possible 
visibility, each of the above factors should be applied to the greatest 
extent ccmpatible with other requirements of the situation r 

Two other variables exist in the use of numerals,   in addition to 
those presented above, which have not been adequately investigated. 
These are style of numeral and width of stroke used in the numeral. 
Little experimental data le available In which these have been analyzed. 
Therefore,  our problem in the study of the design of numerals for use 
In Oounter-type instrtnents Is conceived to be the study of these two 
factors while holding the already investigated variables constant. 
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